The Bungee family is versatile, efficient, and economical. It comes complete with a selection of table top shapes and legs to meet a spectrum of planning possibilities. Versatile, affordable and efficient, Bungee is ideal for classrooms, training settings, boardrooms, flex spaces or any other settings where flexibility and growth need to be accommodated.

Bungee tables shown in Avant Honey with Silver legs. Global Accord seating shown.
Bungee SL tables incorporate power and data capabilities to support semi-permanent applications, while maintaining the flexibility to grow and reconfigure. An integrated design aesthetic ensures all Bungee and Bungee SL tables complement each other, effortlessly, within and across office settings.
Simple and easy to use

Flip-tops

Bungee tables can be quickly arranged and reconfigured. Bungee cords connect and disconnect tables without the use of tools. The unique bubble mold edging assists in self-aligning the tables when joining them together and minimizes seams for a clean look.

Bungee cords

Bungee tables shown in Tiger Fruitwood with Silver legs. Sonic seating shown. Bottom: Flip-top bungee tables shown in Avant Cherry.
Maximize your space and flexibility

Bungee tables can be ordered individually or as a package. Individual tables are available in a wide range of surface shapes that can be combined to suit whatever setting is required. Packages provide a range of preplanned configurations, optimizing planning flexibility. Optional rectangular shaped modesties provide seated privacy. When the day is done, Bungee can be nested and stored.
Modular solutions for any setting

Bungee SL tables incorporate power and data to bring you added functionality where you need it. A modular solution, you can easily add on or take away tables. Optimize space and simplify components by sharing legs to accommodate more people comfortably in a smaller footprint.

Bungee SL tables shown in Avant Cherry with Silver legs and aluminum power trough. Supra seating shown.
Partner Bungee SL with Divide, our modular desk-mounted panel system, to create simple benching, touchdown stations or collaborative open plan solutions. Bring power to the table by way of a four wire distribution system carried through an optional power trough.
It’s in the details

Edge Details

- Square corner, Silver (Bungee SL)
- Square corner, Black (Bungee SL)
- Rounded corner, Silver (bubble edge) (Bungee, Bungee SL)
- Rounded corner, Black (bubble edge) (Bungee, Bungee SL)
- 2mm matching edge (Bungee SL)
- 2mm matching bicut edge (Bungee SL)

Leg Options

- Tapered legs with optional locking casters (Bungee)
- Spider legs with optional locking casters (Bungee)
- Tapered legs with leveler glide (Bungee, Bungee SL)
- Spider legs with leveler glide (Bungee, Bungee SL)

Surface Shapes

- Rectangular (Bungee, Bungee SL)
- Half moon (Bungee, Bungee SL)
- Keystone (Bungee, Bungee SL)
- Wedge (Bungee)
- Trapezoid (Bungee)
- Tear drop (Bungee)

Feet Finishes

- Silver
- Black nickel

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.

Cover: Bungee tables shown in White Chocolate laminate with Supra seating.